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 in windows asve: i always like asve *ask that stb, on Ubuntu, you got that setgid right? asve: 1.) what are you talking about 2.) are you running a linux distribution or are you just talking about random commands asve: then we can maybe help you ikonia, I would like to use ubuntu without formatting my disk asve: ok, use Gparted asve: then you can just tell the installer to not format the disk asve: your
machine has no OS on it at this moment, and the disks is empty, it will not format it ikonia, the current system of partitions does not match the system's requirements, but it is not mounted asve: as I said, you're making it up, you're not making it up mkanyicy, I already booted into ubuntu and ran gparted asve: again, as I said, you're making it up, what are you talking about, asve: why are you confused?

you can't make any partitions with livecd mkanyicy, I am booting from a live CD right now asve: why? mkanyicy, I want to install ubuntu into the current disk, and it can be done with "something else" asve: as I said, it's done on install asve: as you don't seem to know how it's normally done, why do you think you need to make an alternative? asve: if you want to install, why are you asking how to
install? asve: you're not making any sense, just say what you want to do, don't make it up mkanyicy, I want to do something else with the current ubuntu installation, and I'm confused as to what I should be doing asve: then do it the normal 82157476af
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